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Yanhong Tang1, Yuezhong Chen 1 
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Abstract 

Living in a world beset by rising sea level, floods in urban and suburban areas, and air pollution, 

landscape architects face more challenges in landscape and greenway planning. The landscape 

architects should understand the responsibility to act in an impactful and enduring way for a 

more sustainable future. This paper takes the Suining South Riverfront Park Landscape Design 

Project in China as a case study of a shoreline park，to analyze and present the impact of 

greenway as a park on riparian ecological systems, urban storm-water management, green 

infrastructure, public recreation, and environmental education. 

The Suining South Riverfront Park Landscape Design Project is located in Suining City, 

Sichuan Province, China. The project site is a 4 kilometer stretch of riverside land adjacent to 

the city's forthcoming urban growth district. Before the landscape architects were 

commissioned to design the 130 hectares park in mid-2017, the local government had been 

installing riverfront hydraulic engineering structures covering two-thirds of the length of the 

riverbank in an unappealing concrete bulkhead that was an eye-sore to the community. Being 

that the structure was required to remain in the park to prevent flooding, it was imperative for 

the design team to find creative solutions for dealing with this major obstacle between the city 

and the river. Repairing the ecological degradation to the river caused by the construction of 

the bulkhead was also paramount.  

This project transformed an ecologically and socially lifeless shoreline belt into a verdant and 

sustainable riverfront park by integrating ecological infrastructure, phytoremediation, urban-

weaving and resilient strategies. The overall design is rooted in Suining City's regional culture, 

which has a strong relationship with the legend of the Guanyin Buddha. A bold garden terrace 

pattern, derived from the auspicious cloud forms often associated with Guanyin Buddha. A 

much closer water-to-human relationship is introduced by concealing an existing bulkhead 

structure beneath stylized terraces of landscape inspired by regional culture, drawing city 

dwellers and urban visitors towards the forgotten natural beauty of the Fujiang River. The gray 

hydraulic dam in the outer edge of the city is transformed into a sought after, highly desirable 

riverfront destination. The re-establishment of native species within an intricate system of 

wetlands, ponds, islands and riparian habitats, in a previously barren terrain, contributed to an 

overall reacclimatizing of the riverfront that welcomes the return of native wildlife, cementing 

this project as a pilot for resilient green shores infrastructure initiatives (in other cities). 

The result of the park has reformed the gray concrete embankment into a resilient, ecologically-

sound riverfront with numerous riparian habitats, enhanced stormwater management and water 
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cleansing system, recovered native habitats, and created a new cherished public space for 

gathering and multi-sensory enjoyment (Figure 1). 
 

Figure 1. From an ecologically and socially lifeless shoreline belt into a verdant and sustainable riverfront 

park 

Introduction & Background 

The Suining South Riverfront Park Landscape Design Project is located in Suining City, 

Sichuan Province, China. The site analysis took a section more than 8 kilometers long and phase 

I for construction is a 4 kilometer stretch of riverside land of 47.5 hectares adjacent to the city's 

forthcoming urban growth district. Before the landscape architects were commissioned to 

design the 130 hectares liner park, the local government had been installing riverfront hydraulic 

engineering structures covering two-thirds of the length of the riverbank in an unappealing 

concrete bulkhead that was an eye-sore to the community.  

Challenges:  

Being that the structure was required to remain in the park to prevent flooding, it was imperative 

for the design team to find creative solutions for dealing with this major obstacle between the 

city and the river. Repairing the ecological degradation to the river caused by the construction 

of the bulkhead was also paramount. Via an integrated ecological approach, the 4-kilometer 

strip of concrete flood-control dam is transformed into a vibrant multi-layered riparian zone 

(Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Master plan & System 

Goal and Objective 

The combined design team consultants successfully persuaded the local government to integrate 

the ongoing hydraulic engineering construction with the forthcoming park design project. 

Through a concept of concealing the bulkhead beneath landscape terraces, the design objective 

is set up to combine multiple functions, including riparian ecological systems, urban storm-

water management, green infrastructure, public recreation, and environmental education in the 

same riverfront area. The ultimate solution became the "Floating Greenway" infrastructure belt. 

The "Floating Greenway" infrastructure artfully integrates all the desired functions by weaving 

together a series of design strategies. 

Methods 

A four-step planning process was carried throughout all six areas of implementation: discover 

opportunities, guide multidisciplinary project team, prioritize the human and environmental 

needs, coordination with engineers, government agencies and public at large.  

1. Resilient Strategy 

Convincing the hydraulic engineering design team to take a different approach to reimagine the 

river to human relationship was a critical first step in designing the complex project. In contrast 

to the original engineered flood-prevention plan, which separated the river from green spaces, 

people, and the city, the new solution, brought about through the collaboration of design teams, 

sought to weave the park into the urban fabric thereby opening the riverfront to the city once 

again. The strategy of design include: 

● Re-introduce a river wetland lagoon system that embraces the seasonal flooding cycle 

of the river and invites the return of native wildlife. 

● Restore the ecological values and increase native vegetation to promote biodiversity. 
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● Function as a stormwater management tool to control urban runoff and flashfloods, 

and secondly as a natural filter between urban centers and natural river body 

A complex riparian wetland lagoon system, which embraces the periodical flooding cycle as a 

critical part of its ecological process, was set forth as the goal for the design as opposed to an 

ecologically meaningless "geometric line" of a concrete bulkhead (Figure3).  

 

Figure 3. Resilient Riparian Wetland Lagoon System 

2. Ecological Engineering Strategy 

The concept introduced a continuous natural slope on each side of the bulkhead with lush 

vegetation, which guards against flooding and keeps the riverside ecosystem to human 

connection intact while concealing the obstructing wall. 

A eco-engineering technique was taken to ecologically disguise the existing hydraulic 

infrastructure. Covered by a regenerated ecological riparian system and a comprehensive 

recreational system, the hard concrete river bank, formerly designed solely for flood control, 

was transformed into a green infrastructure system that brings safety, ecology, beauty, and 

urban recreation seamlessly together along the length of the unsightly bulkhead (figure.4). 

Stylized terraces of landscape, inspired by Chinese traditional patterns, traverse up and down 

each side of the bulkhead providing inviting access to the river while acting as stormwater 

management infrastructure.  
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Figure 4. Green Infrastructure Through Eco-engineering 

3. Phytoremediation 

The upper portion of the sculpted wetland stretch was transformed through Eco-engineering 

approaches that now demonstrate a vibrant living landscape, alive with water, plants, wildlife, 

people, and urban structures united (figure.5). 

 

Figure 5. Functional Urban Open Space and a Phytoremediation System 

By introducing native wetland plants into a series of riverside wetland lagoons at the wider, 

upper flow area of the river, a water phytoremediation system was formed. It is entirely 

constructed of nature, created to clean the already treated urban run-off before it is discharged 

into the Fujiang River. A minimal cut-and-fill approach was used to create an outer ring of 

islands and ponds. Cut from the excavated ponds is used as fill to create a barrier of islands 

acting as a landscape buffer, transition zone, and a vibrant storm water filtrating system 

connecting the river and the city. Water flows through the wetland lagoons to be filtered by the 

plants before being used to encompass various park destinations with ecologically sound water 

features for people to enjoy. Further, the system nurtures the integrated ecological and 

recreational urban green destination as a whole and provides irrigation water for the park. 

Additionally, a central portion of the existing wetland was left untouched to allow the natural 

habitats to continue to evolve and thrive within the new wetland system. 
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4. Stormwater Management 

The portion of the park established over the bulkhead is set 2.4 meters above the street level. A 

series of richly planted bio-swales was created for the purposes of catching, filtering, and 

retaining urban runoff water on each side of the bulkhead to release cleaned water to the 

irrigation system and landscape water amenities. A terraced green landscape is created to catch 

and filter the run-off collected from the pedestrian pathways at the top of the park's topography 

(figure 6). The filtered water is conducted by the terraces to a lower detaining, and retaining 

system. Our design objective creates a purposely designed urban sponge to accomplish on-site 

stormwater management to control urban run-off and flash floods, solving a major challenge to 

modern city stormwater management.  

 

Figure 6. Riverfront Urban Fabric Engages Adjacent Communities 

5. Urban Weaving 

Originally cut off from the adjacent community by a broad riverside city road, the project's site 

was almost abandoned by the city’s inhabitants. To restore the riverfront and create a viable 

recreational green space, a complicated urban weaving strategy was established to integrate the 

urban public space rather than create an independent green belt without any dialogue with the 

city.  

1). Designated entrance and visitor parking areas were envisioned as inviting plazas with direct 

paths leading towards the riverfront park near the pedestrian crossing areas.  

2). City dwellers are drawn into the wetland through a network of walkways that softly weave 

through the islands and ponds allowing an immersive experience in nature.  
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3). Elevated platforms and canopy walk trestles that lead from the upper levels of the park, 

allow visitors to have an above-the-wetland and in-the-canopy experience.  

4). The urban fabric is extended from the street into the riverfront park through the 

establishment of a series of trestles passing through the canopy to the riverfront. The canopy 

walk system hovers above the stormwater filtrating ponds on the edge of the park, leading to 

outlooks among preserved trees, while facilitating uninterrupted wildlife corridors beneath.  

5). The upper level of the narrow section of the park atop the bulkhead is thoughtfully 

programmed with recreational activities, including running track fitness zones, and outlook 

pavilions. 

The key objective to the urban weaving strategy was to collect and distribute people seamlessly 

through the park to enjoy the verdant river views and pleasing riparian open spaces, connecting 

the riverfront back to the city.   

6. Design with Culture 

The overall design is rooted in Suining City's regional culture, which has a strong relationship 

with the legend of the Guanyin Buddha. A bold garden terrace pattern, derived from the 

auspicious cloud forms often associated with Guanyin Buddha, defines the landscape design's 

signature pattern. This signature pattern is lyrically integrated with the riverfront park 

topography, as stormwater filtering terraces, and characteristic entry points to the park. The 

cloud terrace pattern integrates with a "Floating Reflection pond,” to remind locals of those 

classical legends related to the heavens, and classical poems. Using this abstract and subtle 

cultural motif, the design deeply connects the people to the space and to the city's cultural 

heritage.  

Results 

Facing the challenge of ecological degradation and loss of urban vitality due to nationwide 

government-led flood-control-oriented hydraulic engineering riverfront dam construction, this 

park establishes a model for integrating civic park design into urban flood protection.  

Since the completion of phase I and opening of the park, it has received positive social responses. 

The new waterfront park provides citizens with a highly participatory riverside green belt park.  

Along the waterfront interface with the Fujiang River, a pier, waterfront squares, viewing 

platforms, leisure corridors and leisure activity facilities, suitable for all age groups, are 

established. The waterfront space has become a designated point for city dwellers and visitors 

to use, for outdoor events, recreational activities, and daily enjoyment. 

The urban interface connected with the city is reorganized through small open squares, terrace 

topography, parking areas, and greening along the street to create a fresh and pleasant 

streetscape space. The urban environment is seamlessly connected with the waterfront park, 

and citizens are naturally introduced into the park environment. The plan focuses on the 
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positioning of the project in the entire urban area and its functional connections. Through the 

renovation and upgrade of the old wharf, the waterfront park has also become the docking point 

for recreational ships and the most concentrated area of leisure activities. The completed 

riverside park, where once an unsightly concrete bulkhead met the water, has become a link to 

the city, connecting the green corridors and activity spaces of the entire region. 
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